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have a mission for your life!



a set of technologies which allow a person 
• to feel as if they were present,
• to give the appearance of being present, and 
• to have an effect at a place other than their true location. 

telepresence:

[Marvin Minsky, 1980] 



motivation



 travel is great. 
 but how to stay in touch with our loved ones?







[kids react to old technology]







you invent the next telepresence system. 
how would it look like, what would it do?

<30s brainstorming>



you invent the next telepresence system. 
how would it look like, what would it do?
• involve more senses



today we use mainly audio and video 
• letters -> hand-written words 
• phone -> spoken words 
• skype -> spoken words + video stream 



 but the presence of a person involves so much more!



even those  
only partially work
in telepresence today



touching, seeing, smelling, hearing, tasting  
= information 

if we only have hearing and seeing, we are 
lacking information... 



today information exchange is poor 
without channels with sufficient bandwidth  
for haptic, visual, olfactory and auditory communication. 

To increase the feeling of connectedness at a distance,  
all that’s necessary is to increase the bandwidth.

telepresence = bandwidth problem:



let’s look at some projects that  
increase the bandwidth



audio









touch



hand holding…



 both shake together
[Strong, Shaker ’96] 



 both roll together (mechanically coupled)





 force feedback
[Alhalabi, Telehandshake ’01] 





 hand is squeezed from the back
[Hemmert, Intimate Mobiles ’10] 





hugging…



 pressure vest
[Mueller, HugOverADistance ’05] 





 pressure belt
[Tsetserukou, HaptiHug ’10] 





[Noburiho, Hug Yourself ’11] 



[Noburiho, Hug Yourself ’11] 



[Teh, Huggy Pajama ’08] 

 pressure arm band





[Wang, Remote Social Touch ’10] 

 pressure arm band





[Adcock, Tug n Talk ’07] 

 tugging





[Forlizzi, The Hug ’03] 

 pressure sensors  
 + heat sensor/reproducer + microphone/speaker





and kissing…



 feel the kiss on the cheek  
 (moisture sensor + actuated wet sponge in the device)

[Hemmert, Intimate Mobiles ’10] 





[Kiss Transmission Device ’11] 

 silicone lips register and replicate lip movements



[Kissenger ’12] 

 silicone lips register and replicate lip movements





taste



not much research here…



[LollIO ’13] 

 taste output device





smell



same as for taste… 
heavily underexplored area…



 digital scent technology: 
• hard to direct the smell at the user 
• doesn’t disappear quickly



sensing
+ actuation



you always need both:
• sensing the input of the sender 
• actuating the receiver



[Sawada ’07] 





being present 
without interrupting…



most interfaces are synchronous interfaces
they require both people to simultaneously pay attention. 

similar to having a phone call with each other.



[Goodman, SensingBeds ’03]

 synchronized beds





[Chung, Lover’s Cups ’06]

 synchronized cups





[Sekiguchi, RobotPhone ’01]

 synchronized robotic phones





[Forlizzi, ComSlippers ’06]

 synchronized slippers





[Kowalski, cubble ’12]

 synchronized lights and heat





others allow users to asynchronously communicate  
with each other



[Werner, United Puls ’08]

 close the circuit with the finger sends a sms





[Ishii, Lumitouch ’01]

 ambient displays





persisting the message
vs. letting it disappear over time



if the receiver does not pay attention, 
the message ceases to exist before being noticed...

idea:



how would you build a device 
where the message disappears at some point?

(go beyond mobile phone)

<30s brainstorming>



[Strong, Scent ’96]

 smell: vaporize essential oil



[Strong, feather ’96]

 visual: feather is blown up the wind tunnel, then falls down





intentionally created to last for a limited time only. 
typically incorporate materials, such as water, fire, soap 
bubbles or plants.

ephemeral user interfaces:





how far 
can we push telepresence?



today information exchange is poor 
without channels with sufficient bandwidth  
for haptic, visual, olfactory and auditory communication. 

To increase the feeling of connectedness at a distance,  
all that’s necessary is to increase the bandwidth.

telepresence = bandwidth problem:

that was our goal, right?



 but do we really want full bandwidth?



do you think this is a good idea?  
how do you feel about this? 

<30s brainstorming>





when human replicas look and act almost, but not 
perfectly, like actual human beings, it causes a 
response of revulsion among human observers. 

"valley" = dip in a graph of the comfort level of 
humans as a function of a robot's human likeness.

uncanny valley::



[Double Robotics ’12] 

 still feels a little odd… but far away from the uncanny valley



 definitely not how a human ‘works’… very far away
[Tobita, floating avatar ’11]





[Leonardo ’12]

 still clear that this is a robot



[ActroidF ’11]

 here we might feel uncomfortable



 here we might feel uncomfortable



summary



a set of technologies which allow a person 
• to feel as if they were present,
• to give the appearance of being present, and 
• to have an effect at a place other than their true location. 

telepresence:

[Marvin Minsky, 1980] 



what needs to be transmitted 
to give a feeling of presence?
• heavily context dependent… 
• privacy concerns, misuse concerns… 
• technology needs to be further developed!



end.


